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MG Update - Software Improvements
Dear relation,

In this MG Update you will read all about the latest software improvements.
The following MG products have received an update:

● Diagnostic Tool

● Connect App

● Energy Monitor

● Energy Portal

● SmartLink MX

Please read all changes carefully.

With kind regards,
MG Sales Team



NEW Diagnostic Tool
Version 3 of the Diagnostic Tool has been completely redesigned and built from scratch. The tool now
includes more features. Besides, it is faster, more intuitive and more logically organized. Download the new
Diagnostic Tool from the MG Download Center. Find below an overview of all new features:

New Lay-Out and Tool Design
From installer to dark mode, the whole design of the diagnostic tool has been improved. For example, when
opening the Diagnostic Tool, you will be able to choose your CAN-device. Furthermore pages such as the
event screen are better readable thanks to the new design.

New Home Screen
The home screen has changed on several points.
+ All devices are now directly visible on the devices screen, including the Energy Monitor.
+ When an update is available for a connected MG device, this will be shown for the specific device
on the home screen. Updates are not required, however always recommended.
+ Besides, the system values are specified in more detail. This makes the data easier to understand.
No Manual Needed
The new configuration editor makes your system commissioning much easier. By following the step by step
guidance, you will be able to set-up your system without forgetting anything.

Duplicate Systems
To make the installation of multiple identical systems way faster, you will now be able to import settings of
previous systems onto following systems. Easily download and import the settings onto other systems with
a .settings file.

More Settings
In the top right corner you will find more options including the existing data logging (now called file logging),
disconnect button and exit button. New in this tab are the options to Request Support and to take a
Snapshot.

https://downloads.mgenergysystems.eu/diagnostic-tool/applications


Snapshot
With this function you will be able to save a file of all measured data and settings of your MG battery
system. This is convenient for a quick system diagnosis. When taking a Snapshot, a file will automatically be
downloaded.
The Snapshot differs from the already existing file logging. File logging measures values over a period of
time (the duration is up to the user). The snapshot function takes all values of one certain moment.

Support Request
Here you will find a step-by-step overview of where you can find the information you need. Also a form is
available which will automatically include a Snapshot to the MG Support department.

SmartLink MX
SmartLink MX compatibility will soon be implemented. For now, the SmartLink MX still has its own
Diagnostic Tool which is available on the MG Download Center.

https://downloads.mgenergysystems.eu/smartlinkmx/applications


MG Connect App
The MG Connect App received an update, which includes several improvements.

New Interface
Just like the Diagnostic Tool, the MG Connect App has a new interface. With some small design changes, the
app is better structured and more intuitive to use. For example, saved devices will always appear at the top
of the list and the tabs have been moved to the bottom of the screen.

SmartLink MX Compatible
The SmartLink MX is now available in the MG Connect App.

TC Charger Support
With the TC charger support you are now able to read out the status of your charger(s). Furthermore you
will be able to start/stop and pause the charger(s). This is only possible when connected to the SmartLink
MX.

Snapshot & Support
With the MG Connect App you are able to take a snapshot of your system. Also the support request option
is available with the app. These functionalities are similar to the Diagnostic Tool.



Energy Monitor
The Energy Monitor version 2.10 is available.

SmartLink MX Compatible
The Energy Monitor now supports the SmartLink MX (software v1.05).

New Interface
The Energy Monitor received a new UI (User Interface). This can be seen in the main screen of the display,
where you will now find a clear indication of the SOC (State of Charge). Besides, the display will show
whether the batteries are being charged or discharged.
The new interface is more intuitive, for example changing numeric values (inputs) like the charge current is
now easier.
Furthermore, the devices tab now shows more detailed information.

New Icons
The new UI comes with some new icons. For instance, the home screen now shows if the Master is linked to
other Masters with the SmartLink. This can be seen from the link symbol. Find an overview of all the icons
here.

Updated documentation
The documentation of the Energy Monitor on the Download Center has been updated. This now fits the
latest version and includes more detailed information with supporting visuals.

Complete changelog v02.10 - 09-01-2023

https://downloads.mgenergysystems.eu/energymonitor/documents/manual-en
https://downloads.mgenergysystems.eu/energymonitor/documents/manual-en
https://downloads.mgenergysystems.eu/energymonitor/documents/energy-monitor-firmware-changelog-en


MG Energy Portal
The Energy Portal received some updates:

SmartLink MX Compatible
The SmartLink MX is now available for monitoring in the MG Energy Portal.

New Welcome Screen
The MG Energy Portal now includes a welcome screen with a step by step instruction on how to connect
your system to the online portal.

SmartLink MX
The SmartLink software version 1.5 is now available, with Energy Monitor support (Software v2.10).

Complete changelog v1.5 - 11-1-2023

https://downloads.mgenergysystems.eu/smartlinkmx/documents/firmware-changelog-en

